FILTER OVERVIEW WITH SERVICE INTERVALS AND CAPACITIES
W155 Windrower

**CAB**
FRESH AIR INTAKE FILTER  [AFH208659](#)
Clean after every 50 hours and change as required.

**CAB**
RETURN AIR FILTER  [AFH208656](#)
Clean every 100 hours and replace as required.

**ENGINE**
SECONDARY AIR FILTER  [PMAF55308](#)
Replace each season and as required.

**ENGINE**
PRIMARY AIR FILTER  [PMAF55005](#)
Replace after every 250 hours or each season, whichever comes first.

**ENGINE**
PRIMARY FUEL FILTER  [RE551507](#)
SECONDARY FUEL FILTER  [RE551508](#)
Replace after every 500 hours or each season, whichever comes first.

**ENGINE**
SECONDARY AIR FILTER  [PMAF55308](#)
Replace after every 5500 hours and as required.

**ENGINE**
FUEL STRAINER  [AFH212991](#)
Replace each season.
(Click here for [capacity](#))

**HYDRAULIC**
HYDRAULIC FILTER  [AFH208689](#)
RE45864
Replace after 500 hours or each season, whichever comes first.
(Click here for [capacity](#))

**ENGINE**
OIL FILTER  [RE504836](#)
Replace after every 250 hours or each season, whichever comes first.
(Click here for [capacity](#))

**ENGINE**
OPEN CRANKCASE VENTILATION (OCV) FILTER  [DZ105796](#)
Replace every 1500 hours.

**ENGINE**
FUEL STRAINER  [AFH212991](#)
Replace each season.
(Click here for [capacity](#))

**ENGINE**
DIESEL PARTICULATE FILTER  [RE565702](#)
Replace after every 5500 hours and as required.

**ENGINE**
DIESEL EXHAUST FLUID (DEF) DOSING UNIT FILTER  [DZ114640](#) USE FOR  [DZ111283](#) (DOSING UNIT PUMP)  [RE554498](#) USE FOR  [RE552175](#) (DOSING UNIT PUMP)
Replace after every 4500 hours or every three years of operation, whichever comes first.
(Click here for [capacity](#))

**ENGINE**
DIESEL PARTICULATE FILTER  [RE565702](#)
Replace after every 5500 hours and as required.

**ENGINE**
OIL FILTER  [RE504836](#)
Replace after every 250 hours or each season, whichever comes first.
(Click here for [capacity](#))

August 2020. Subject to change without notice.

## CAPACITIES
### W155 Windrower

### CAPACITIES (Approximate):

**Fuel Tank:**
- ................................................................. 367 L (97 gal)

**Cooling System:**
- Cool-Gard™ II
  - ................................................................. 27.2 L (7.18 gal)

**Engine Oil with Filter:**
- Plus-50™ II
  - ................................................................. 11.9 L (3.1 gal)

**Hydraulic System (Reservoir):**
- Windrower and Platform Drive Lubricant 15W - 40
  - ................................................................. 65 L (17.2 gal)

**Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) Tank:**
- John Deere™ Diesel Exhaust Fluid
  - ................................................................. 14.1 L (3.75 gal)

**Final Drives Each:**
- GL-5 85W-140, Before Initial Change
  - GL-5 Fully Synthetic Gear Lubricant 75W-90, After Initial Change
  - ................................................................. 1.4 L (0.36 gal)

**Pump Drive Gear Case:**
- GL-5 Fully Synthetic Gear Lubricant 75W-90
  - ................................................................. 2.1 L (0.55 gal)

**Air-conditioning System:**
- Air Conditioning Refrigerant
  - ................................................................. 2270 g (5 lb)
- Air Conditioning Compressor Oil
  - ................................................................. 240 ml (8.1 fl. oz.)